Introduction
Krider’s Red-tailed Hawk (Buteo jamaicensis kriderii), hereafter “Krider’s,” is a pale population of the Red-tailed Hawk
that breeds in prairies of the northern Great Plains and winters in the southern Great
Plains and surrounding states (Wheeler 2003, Preston and Beane 2009). We know of
no documented Krider’s records west of the Rockies, and Krider’s is a rare vagrant along
the Atlantic coast and to the southeastern U.S. Its most striking characteristic is that it
is virtually unmarked below except for small dark wrist commas and faint patagial bars.
Krider’s is largely white-tailed and white-headed, often with a distinct dark malar. Some
birds are so strikingly white as to have prompted Bailey (1916) to make the following
observation: “It is a conspicuous bird in the field, being recognized even by those who
are not ornithologists as a much lighter colored hawk than the common Red-tail.”
The taxonomic status of Krider’s Hawk is unclear, with some
authorities assigning it full subspecies status (Hoopes 1873, Jerry Liguori
AOU 1957) and others treating it as a pale extreme of the East- 3055 Plateau Drive
ern (borealis) Red-tailed Hawk (Taverner 1927, Wheeler 2003, Salt Lake City, Utah 84109
Liguori 2005). Whatever its current classification, most field jerrylig@hotmail.com
guides and specialized treatments of Red-tailed Hawk plumages
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distinguish Krider’s as a distinctive population and illustrate it ac- P.O. Box 51701
cordingly. For the purposes of this article, we treat Krider’s as a Pacific Grove, California 93950
distinct population of the Red-tailed Hawk, and we consider heraldpetrel@gmail.com
birds with intermediate plumage characters to be “intergrades.”
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Krider’s was first described by B. A. Hoopes (1873) and
named for the Philadelphia naturalist John Krider, who
collected the first specimens from Winnebago County,
Iowa, in 1870. Krider (1879) retells his first experience
with the taxon as follows:
It is called by Baird the White Red-tail. This bird I have
found in Winnebago County, Iowa, in 1870. I first observed it flying at a distance, and at first took it for an albino, but seeing several of them in company together, was
very anxious to procure one. They were very shy, so much
so that I could not get near them. As they feed on chickens and other birds, I was able to get one that was shot by
Mr. Hill, a farmer in the county. It was shot near his barn
while looking after his chickens or pigeons. The second
specimen I saw in a different neighborhood, and approached it as I was riding by in a wagon, near sundown;
the bird was watching a flock of prairie chickens... [These]
two specimens are in the Academy of Natural Sciences, of
Philadelphia.
The type description by Hoopes (1873) was partly in
error, as the two specimens mentioned above are actually juveniles, based on their distinctive whitish tails with
narrow blackish-brown bands, white heads, and extensively pale mottled upperwing coverts. Although Hoopes
did not provide age criteria for the specimens in his description (but did provide sex), it can be assumed that he
thought these were adults. Given that Krider’s was described partly in error, confusion ensued regarding its sta-
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tus and distribution. Extralimital Krider’s reports from as
far north as Alaska (Bailey 1916) and as far east as Georgia (Brewster 1889) clouded matters. Bailey’s report, a
Krider’s collected during “winter” in Eagle, Alaska, failed
to note the collection date, and the apparent disappearance of the specimen from the Coe College Museum at
the State University of Iowa (No. 336) makes verification
impossible.
At the time, little was known of the light-morph Harlan’s Hawk (B. j. harlani), which is similar to Krider’s, and
even less was known about Harlan’s juvenile plumage.
Brewster’s report, a young male Krider’s collected on Sapelo Island, Georgia, 16 February 1888, describes it as a
“perfectly typical specimen.” We reviewed the identification of this specimen and verified that this is one of very
few vagrant records to the Atlantic coast. Reports of widespread breeding in Minnesota (Peabody 1895) and Iowa
(Anderson 1907), although probably correct, contradict
current understanding of the taxon in these states (S.
Dinsmore and A. Brees, personal communication).
In Taverner’s (1927) classic treatment of Red-tailed
Hawk varieties in Canada, several records of Krider’s cited from the far north are potentially misidentified lightmorph Harlan’s. A better understanding of light-morph
Harlan’s presented in more recent literature (Liguori 2001,
Wheeler 2003) has shed much light on these potentially
confounding extralimital reports of Krider’s. The best current source of information for Krider’s is Wheeler (2003),
which gives examples of typical individuals and the most
accurate range map to date.
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Fig. 1a. Adult Krider’s Hawk with buffy unmarked underparts, faint patagials, and whitish head with dark malar. Texas; January. © Mark Bartosik. Fig. 1b. Second-year Krider’s Hawk with unmarked underparts with faint patagials, plus white head.
North Dakota; July. © Brian Sullivan. Fig. 1c. Nestling Krider’s Hawk with faintly marked belly, plus whitish head with dark
malar and eye-line. North Dakota; July. © Rick Bohn. Fig. 1d. Fledgling Krider’s Hawk with unmarked underbody, white
head with dark eye-line, and extensive white mottling to upperwings. South Dakota; August. © Stephanie Smith.
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Field Study

• Document breeding Krider’s
• Describe and illustrate a range of plumage variation
within adult and juvenile Krider’s
• Document and describe other subspecies of Red-tailed
Hawks nesting with and alongside Krider’s
• Map our observations and explore potential habitat
relationships
• Assess the current status and distribution of Krider’s in
the Great Plains

To better understand Krider’s status, we mounted a field
expedition to eastern Montana and the Dakotas in July
2009. Planning began with outreach to local birders to
gather the most current information about nesting Redtailed Hawks, primarily in the Dakotas. Surprisingly little
historic information about Red-tailed Hawk distribution
in the Dakotas was available, but we received helpful information from several local birders regarding the whereabouts of Krider’s. Although the Dakotas represent only a
small proportion of Krider’s breeding range, which extends well north into the Canadian prairie provinces, this
area currently represents the core of Krider’s known
breeding range in the U.S.
We conducted surveys across a variety of habitats to
better understand the relationship between habitat and
nesting Red-tailed Hawks. The timing of our surveys (6–
13 July) allowed us to document breeding birds, a critical distinction from migrant and wintering Krider’s, about
whose geographic origin one can only speculate. Focused
studies of breeding birds permit increased knowledge of
the geographic variation within Red-tailed Hawks, allowing us to tie their widespread plumage variation to certain parts of their breeding range.
We surveyed 3,227 miles of roads in a variety of
habitats, photographing all Red-tailed Hawks encountered. We categorized Red-tailed Hawks into four
groups: “Krider’s,” “Eastern,” “Eastern x Krider’s intergrade,” and “unknown.” Birds were classified based on
the identification criteria outlined below. Our goals
were as follows:
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Krider’s were patchily distributed, found mostly in areas
with hilly grasslands, with fewer birds in areas with pervasive agriculture. Easterns were common and scattered
throughout the study area, but dominated in heavily agricultural areas with little native grass remaining. Krider’s
showed distinctive behavioral traits; they were more wary
and difficult to approach than Easterns. Male Krider’s were
often more lightly marked than females, and appeared to
show “pure” Krider’s characteristics with greater regularity, findings that agree with those of Taverner (1927) and
Wheeler (2003). Indeed, pairs of “pure” Krider’s were uncommon, leading us to believe that female Krider’s is perhaps more Eastern-like than previously thought.

Plumages
Krider’s, which occurs only as a light morph, is essentially
a pale version of the Red-tailed Hawk, often with white in
the tail and head, and limited markings on the underside.
Some birds have all, several, or just a single Krider’s trait,
and it is difficult to know when a bird can be considered
“pure.” As purity in a subspecies is generally an abstrac-
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Fig. 2a. Adult Krider’s Hawk (breeding female) with unmarked underparts, faint rufous patagials, and brownish-white
head with dark malar. North Dakota; July. © Jerry Liguori. Fig. 2b. Adult Krider’s Hawk (breeding male) with unmarked
underparts, faint rufous patagials, and whitish head with dark malar. North Dakota; July. © Brian Sullivan. Fig. 2c. Apparent
Krider’s x Eastern Red-tailed Hawk (juvenile) with lightly marked belly, faint patagials, and whitish head with dark malar.
South Dakota; September. © Brian Sullivan. Fig. 2d. Apparent Krider’s x Eastern Red-tailed Hawk (fledgling) with moderately marked belly, whitish face, and extensive white mottling on upperwings. North Dakota; August. © Rick Bohn.
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tails often lack banding except for a thin, well-defined black subterminal band (Fig. 3). Most adults
show white on at least the basal third of the tail,
many have the basal two-thirds whitish with a reddish tip (Fig. 4), and some have wholly reddish or
pinkish tails. White-based tails are shown by some
Harlan’s, but their tails typically have a broad, dark
tip, or darkish mottling throughout. Rarely, lightmorph Harlan’s can show a white tail with a reddish
tip and no subterminal band, and a few individuals
may be inseparable from similar Krider’s based on
tail pattern alone. Krider’s, Eastern, and Western
Fig. 3a. Adult Krider’s Hawk (breeding bird) with unmarked underRed-tailed Hawks may have white restricted to the
parts, dark patagials, white tail with narrow black subterminal band,
and white head. North Dakota; July. © Jerry Liguori. Fig. 3b. Adult
extreme tail base, or have white that shows as “highKrider’s Hawk (breeding bird) with white tail with narrow black
lights” along the inner webs of the rectrices, a patsubterminal band, plus white mottling on upperwings. Head is
tern that is typically concealed when the tail is
brownish. North Dakota; July. © Brian Sullivan.
folded (Fig. 5). Juvenile Krider’s have a whitish tail
with
thin,
often wavy, black bands, but the ground color of
tion, we consider birds with at least three of the field
the tail can also be reddish or pale brownish (Fig. 6). Juvemarks discussed below to be Krider’s, and Red-tailed
nile Harlan’s rarely have a whitish tail, instead often showing
Hawks with fewer than three to be potential intergrades
a brownish-gray ground color and wider blackish bands.
with neighboring subspecies. Birds showing one or two
Extensively pale-mottled upperwing coverts. The pale motof these characters might be within the normal plumage
tling above on Krider’s is more extensive than on any othvariation for Krider’s, but more study is needed on the
er subspecies of Red-tailed Hawk, and this is an important
subject. We also discuss identification pitfalls in relation
distinction from similarly plumaged adult Harlan’s Redto similarly plumaged Red-tailed Hawks.
tailed Hawks, but not from juvenile Harlan’s. The motExtensively white head. Many Krider’s—both adults and
tling is most pronounced on the scapulars, which can look
juveniles—have obvious white heads, and extreme examwholly white at a distance, and on the greater upperwing
ples can be wholly white-headed (Fig. 1). The white is ofcoverts, which often have pale bases with strong but thin
ten limited to the crown (with fine, dark streaks) or “face,”
black barring. Some adult Krider’s, especially males, have
offset by a darker partial collar, dark malar, and white
completely rufous (instead of brownish) greater upperthroat (Fig. 2), rarely showing dark on the throat. Juvewing coverts; this trait is unique to Krider’s (Fig. 7). Juveniles of other subspecies showing feather wear on the head
nile Krider’s have bright, white primary wing panels from
in late spring only rarely approach the general whiteness
of Krider’s, which appear
whitish year-round. Adult
4a
4b
4c
light-morph Harlan’s typically have a pale face and a
brownish head with white
streaks on the crown;
many have a white supercilium and white under
the eyes. Adult Harlan’s
rarely show fully white
heads, and some that do
might represent Harlan’s x
Fig. 4a. Adult Krider’s Hawk (same bird as in Fig. 2a) showing white tail with reddish distal
Krider’s intergrades.
Extensively white tail. third, pale head, and whitish mottling on upperwings. North Dakota; July. © Jerry Liguori.
Fig. 4b. Adult Krider’s x Eastern Red-tailed Hawk (breeding bird) showing reddish tail with
Some adult Krider’s have white base, brownish head, and whitish mottling on upperwings. North Dakota; July. © Jerry
tails that are wholly white Liguori. Fig. 4c. Adult Krider’s Hawk (breeding female) showing white tail with reddish
or nearly so; these birds’ distal, pale head, and whitish mottling on upperwings. North Dakota; July. © Jerry Liguori.
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above, which are rivaled
only by some juvenile
Harlan’s.
Restricted patagial bars/
bellyband. Krider’s range
from lightly marked to
virtually unmarked below. The bold, dark,
patagial bars seen on other subspecies of Redtailed Hawk are paler
and more restricted on
5c
5a
5b
Krider’s; some individuals have virtually no Fig. 5a. Adult Krider’s x Eastern Red-tailed Hawk (breeding bird) showing unmarked underpatagial bars. Unlike parts with dark patagials and a dark head. Tail is red with a white base and narrow faint bands.
most Red-tailed Hawks, North Dakota; July. © Brian Sullivan. Fig. 5b. Adult Krider’s Hawk (same bird as in Fig. 2b) showing
Krider’s typically lacks a whitish mottling on upperwings, and red tail with limited white at base and narrow faint bands.
North Dakota; July. © Brian Sullivan. Fig. 5c. Adult Krider’s x Eastern Red-tailed Hawk (breeding
bellyband or shows a female) with whitish head and Eastern-like underparts. North Dakota; July. © Brian Sullivan.
sparse bellyband made
up of widely spaced narrow streaks (Fig. 8). Eastern and
rently satisfy that criterion. Although its breeding range is
Harlan’s rarely show patagial markings as faint as Krider’s,
confined to the northern Great Plains, Krider’s is seembut most often they are bold and obvious (Fig. 9).
ingly restricted to small aggregations, often overlapping
with neighboring Eastern, Western, and possibly Harlan’s
Status: What is Krider’s?
Red-tailed Hawks in Alberta. Taverner (1927, 1936) was
The taxonomic status of Krider’s is currently unknown
perplexed by this taxon, finding it difficult to categorize.
and will perhaps always remain a matter of opinion. DeHe noted that although it shows distinct plumage differpending on one’s concept of a subspecies, Krider’s may or
ences, no two birds appear to be alike, and that even in
may not fit the bill. It does show distinct plumage differthe early 20th century it did not appear to occupy a disences from other subspecies of Red-tailed Hawks, and it
tinct breeding range apart from Eastern. Krider’s may best
occurs in a specific geographic area, two points in favor of
be thought of as a taxon in transition from a more-dissubspecies status. But given that most recognized subtinct to a less-distinct form.
species occupy a distinct breeding range apart from that
Some have suggested that Krider’s is a geographically
of other subspecies (Mayr 1967), Krider’s does not currestricted pale extreme of Harlan’s, effectively extending
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Fig. 6a. Juvenile Krider’s Hawk with pale head, faint bellyband and patagials, and (inset) whitish tail with narrow black
bands. South Dakota; September. © Brian Sullivan. Fig. 6b. Juvenile Krider’s Hawk with white head, extensive white mottling
on upperside, and whitish tail with adult (reddish) central tail feather. Minnesota; November. © Craig Haberlack. Fig. 6c. Second-year Krider’s x Eastern Red-tailed Hawk with pale brown head, plus whitish tail with adult (red) central tail feather. Underside is faintly marked. North Dakota; July. © Brian Sullivan. Fig. 6d. Juvenile Krider’s x Eastern Red-tailed Hawk (same
bird as in Fig. 2c) with streaked head and whitish mottling on upperwings. Juvenile Eastern Red-tailed Hawks show reddish
tails more often than other subspecies. South Dakota; September. © Brian Sullivan.
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often have faintly banded remiges, whereas the
banding on juvenile
Harlan’s
is
bold
(Fig. 11).
Krider’s occupies a
breeding range on the
northern Great Plains,
whereas Harlan’s is
known to breed largely
in the boreal region of
7a
7b
7c
Alaska and northwestern Canada. There is a
Fig. 7a. Adult male Krider’s Hawk (mate of bird shown in Fig. 2a) showing white tail with
possibility
that the two
reddish distal half, pale head, and extensive white mottling on upperwings. North Dakota;
interbreed in northern
July. © Brian Sullivan. Fig. 7b. Adult Krider’s Hawk (same bird as in Fig. 1a) showing white
tail with reddish distal third, whitish head, and rufous and white mottling on upperwings.
Alberta, where the
Texas; January. © Mark Bartosik. Fig. 7c. Adult Krider’s Hawk (breeding male) showing white
prairie ends and woodon tail with reddish tip, whitish head, and whitish mottling with extensive rufous on upperlands begin, but more
wings. North Dakota; July. © Jerry Liguori.
study is needed to conthe known breeding range for that taxon south into the
firm this. It is interesting to note that the few Harlan’s docDakotas. However, there are several reasons why this sceumented in summer in Alberta have been light-morph
nario is unlikely.
birds. Regardless, the meeting of two subspecies is typical
In terms of plumage, Krider’s and Harlan’s differ in sevin Red-tailed Hawks, and where ranges overlap one can
eral ways. The most notable difference is tail pattern. We
expect birds to show a mixed suite of characteristics.
observed no individuals showing the typical Harlan’s tail
Additionally, although the two winter together on the
pattern with grayish-brown mottled streaks breeding in
plains east of the Rockies, Krider’s is undocumented anythe Dakotas or Montana; rather, all breeding birds showed
where west of the Rockies where Harlan’s is widespread
white-based red tails with varying amounts of banding
but localized. These differences suggest that the two are
typical of Krider’s. They lacked the extreme tail variations
indeed distinct taxa.
of Harlan’s. Krider’s generally have buffy tones below
It is impossible to know the historic range of Krider’s
rather than the snowwhite ground color of
light-morph Harlan’s
(Fig. 10). Adult Krider’s typically have narrow black bands
throughout the remiges
(some being very
faint), whereas the remiges of adult Harlan’s
can be unmarked or
mottled throughout,
with black restricted to
8a
8b
8c
8d
the wing tips and terminal band, a mix of Fig. 8a. Adult Krider’s Hawk (same bird as in Fig. 7a) showing unmarked underparts with faint
banded and unmarked patagials and pale head. North Dakota; July. © Brian Sullivan. Fig. 8b. Adult Krider’s Hawk
remiges in random or- (breeding male) showing unmarked underparts with dark patagials, pale head, and fully red
der, or broad bands tail. North Dakota; July. © Brian Sullivan. Fig. 8c. Adult Krider’s Hawk (same bird as in Fig. 4c)
showing lightly marked belly, pale patagials, and pale face. North Dakota; July. © Jerry Liguori.
throughout the re- Fig. 8d. Adult Krider’s x Eastern Red-tailed Hawk (same bird as in Fig. 4b) showing faintly
miges. Juvenile Krider’s marked belly and dark head. North Dakota; July. © Brian Sullivan.
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types, but in many
stretches of seemingly
appropriate habitat,
Eastern dominated or
occurred exclusively.
In plains now converted to big agriculture,
Eastern dominated,
with a few individuals
showing characters of
Krider’s. We found no
substantial pockets of
Fig. 9a. Adult Krider’s or Krider’s x Eastern Red-tailed Hawk (breeding female) showing unmarked
Krider’s-type birds in
underparts, rufous patagials, pale head, and red tail. North Dakota; July. © Jerry Liguori. Fig. 9b. Adult
agricultural areas.
male Eastern Red-tailed Hawk (mate of bird shown in Fig. 8c) showing lightly marked belly with
Evolution can prodark patagials, pale brown head, and red tail with multiple bands. North Dakota; July. © Brian Sullivan.
ceed
in different ways.
Fig. 9c. Adult Eastern Red-tailed Hawk (breeding female) showing moderately marked belly and
patagials, pale brown head, and red tail. North Dakota; July. © Jerry Liguori. Fig. 9d. Third-year EastA species might develern Red-tailed Hawk (breeding female) showing heavily marked belly and patagials, dark brown
op a specialized bill
head, and red tail. Note juvenile primaries 8–10. North Dakota; July. © Jerry Liguori.
structure to exploit an
before the proliferation of anthropogenic change on the
abundant food source. Another might occur in dark and
Great Plains, but it is a logical assumption that Krider’s
light forms that fare better in certain environments across
once occurred widely throughout the native hilly grassa broad geographic range. To suggest that Krider’s is a
lands, particularly those left isolated during the most rehabitat or prey specialist is clearly a stretch because Redcent glaciations of the Pleistocene epoch. At that time,
tailed Hawks are generalists, but it is interesting that KridKrider’s could have evolved strong phenotypic differences
er’s seems to persist largely in areas of undisturbed prairie.
resulting in its pale plumage characteristics, while possiWhatever environmental selective pressures on the Great
bly failing to develop the strongly differentiated breeding
Plains that once caused Red-tailed Hawks to become paler
characteristics that might facilitate reproductive isolation
may now be disappearing.
from other subspecies of Red-tailed Hawks.
Like many other grassland bird species on the Great
In this scenario, when Krider’s came into secondary
Plains, Krider’s Red-tailed Hawk is perhaps quickly loscontact with Eastern and Western Redtailed Hawks, it became progressively di10a
10b
luted by widespread intergradation with
those races. Today Krider’s may be a remnant of a once-distinct subspecies, with
some birds still showing typical Krider’s
characters, but with the majority now
showing intergrade characteristics. While
Taverner (1936) ultimately classified
Krider’s as a pale variant of Eastern Redtailed Hawk, he did recognize the possibility that it was once “a distinct species
far gone to mongrelization.”
It is interesting that we did not find Fig. 10a. Some adult light-morph Harlan’s Hawks are similar to Krider’s but
whitish instead of buffy underparts, unbanded remiges (frequently),
Krider’s evenly spaced within our survey show
and heads with white and dark-brown streaks. Tail (inset) is white , similar to
area. Rather, they occurred in distinct Krider’s but with an indistinct dark tip. Upperwings are dark grayish-brown
pockets, typically within rolling, hilly, and unmarked, with whitish scapulars. Utah; March. © Jerry Liguori. Fig. 10b.
grassland, perhaps an indication of their Typical adult light-morph Harlan’s Hawk with snow-white underparts and
belly markings, unbanded remiges, broad patagials, and dark head
historic biogeographic affinities. In these “blobby”
with white around eye. Tail (inset) is grayish and white with smudgy dark tip.
pockets we found relatively few Eastern Upperwings are dark brown and unmarked. Utah; March. © Jerry Liguori.
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Fig. 11a. Juvenile Krider’s Hawk with buffy underparts, lightly marked belly and patagials, and whitish head. Colorado;
January. © Joel Such. Fig. 11b. Juvenile Krider’s Hawk (same bird as in Fig. 11a), showing white mottling and rufous
tones throughout upperside, whitish primaries, and pale reddish tail with white base and narrow bands throughout.
Colorado; January. © Joel Such. Fig. 11c. Juvenile Harlan’s Hawk with white underparts, “blobby” belly markings, broadly
banded remiges, and white head with dark malar. Colorado; March. © Chris Wood. Fig. 11d. Juvenile Harlan’s Hawk (same
bird as in Fig. 11c), showing white mottling on the dark brown upperparts, brownish mottled tail with thick black bands,
and dark mottling on the uppertail coverts. Colorado; March. © Chris Wood.

ing ground because of the constant alteration of habitat
from native grasslands to big agriculture. Indeed, birders
of the Dakotas region comment that Krider’s observations
are notably less frequent now than they were just 30 years
ago (D. Svingen, personal communication). On the periphery of its presumed former breeding range in Iowa
(Anderson 1907), Krider’s may no longer occur (S. Dinsmore and A. Brees, personal communication). As habitat
alteration continues on the Great Plains, and the more
widespread Eastern and Western Red-tailed Hawk subspecies proliferate, it stands to reason that Krider’s may
one day disappear altogether.
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